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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
General Company Description:  

Our firm offers consulting services to clients to streamline organizational approaches, product 

lines, and processes using sustainable practices and materials management to attain 

sustainable certifications. Providing companies with the tools and technical knowledge to 

implement sustainable practices is a value adding proposition is the form of a service-as-a-

product. 8 

Products And Services:  

Services include sustainability assessments and data tracking of existing systems and the 

creation of a road-map for clients to shift practices to embrace efficiency and reduce material 

waste. Our Online Materials Exchange Database provides clients with opportunities to embrace 

waste-as-food practices, receive recycling cost savings, and promotes collaboration among 

industry professionals.  

Marketing Plan:  

Locally, competitors are small consulting firms with minimal reach and project scope. Nationally 

and internationally there is a healthy market of sustainability consulting professionals which 

reinforces the fact that sustainable consulting firms reside within a growing field with healthy 

competition and ample opportunity to find our niche. 24 

Large manufacturing companies are abundant in the Midwest and Central United States and are 

an underutilized region for transformative change. Materials manufacturers are abundant in 

these regions and are the target market for our growing list of clients. 

The diverse background of our team of professionals provides a wide range or project 

opportunities and connections. As a locally owned and operated company, our clients have the 

peace of mind that our focus is on improving and enhancing their existing systems to benefit the 

region and keep jobs local. Our interest in promoting sustainability certifications as a verifiable 

measure of our success makes our business model unique to other consulting firms in the area. 
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To avoid decision-paralysis 14  from our clients, our team has narrowed the focus to phase in 

sustainable initiatives within our process gradually over time to ensure that clients are not 

overwhelmed with the scope of value-adding changes. Our strategy of applying The Living 

Principles ensures that our primary concern is to better people, environment, economy, and 

culture.  

Operational Plan: 

Our production process will encompass meeting with clients digitally or in person to assess 

current procedures, materials, products, and processes. Using data tracking, LCA’s, and 

sustainability frameworks a plan of action for updating best-practices will be created and 

submitted to the client. A road-map for implementing these changes and tactics/trainings for 

implementations will be integral to the process. 

Our highly adaptive team will begin business in the Fargo, North Dakota area with the intension 

of expanding into other reason as soon as it is fiscally responsible to do so. This part on the 

Midwest/Central USA provides immense opportunity for improvement in existing production 

systems.  

Meeting and exceeding regulatory requirements, our company will ensure that our practices 

align with the standards and safe-guards set in place by the FTC. 

Our focus is on creating stable, innovative, and highly creative teams. Verified and certified 

professionals provide peace of mind to clients and expansive knowledge of sustainable 

practices to contribute to our overall success as a sustainable consulting firm.  

Management And Organization:  

Our 5 core partners are verified experts in a range of fields and meet bi-weekly to provide 

structure and direction for our teams. In our first year our goal is to employ 10 employees, while 

aiming to steadily grow to 35 employees within 5 years. Our advisors board will oversee our 

goal to encourage stable growth without losing sight of our goal to provide exceptional customer 

service and maintain high quality and results. 
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Financial Plan:  

Our initial start-up cost is manageable as our 5 core partners are investing seed money into the 

business and our histories of credit will allow us to seek capital in the form of an SBA loan. A 

contingency plan amounts to 20% of total startup costs to ensure that unforeseen needs are 

accounted for.  

Next Steps:  

In order to reduce up-front operating costs our team of designers and materials managers will 

implement best practices and explore ways to outfit our business with necessary furnishings, 

materials, and equipment in an effort to reduce waste and frivolous spending. Our team will 

narrow our focus and further develop our niche to ensure that our teams are highly successful 

and impactful. 
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COMPANY 
DESCRIPTION 
 

5Rs, Inc. is a sustainability 
consulting firm that facilitates 
sustainability practices 
implementation and promotes 
environmental and economic 
gains for all companies. As a 
sustainability consulting firm our 
methodology is to serve as an 
ambassador to educate existing 
companies and teams on tactics 
to promote and incorporate 
sustainability tactics within their 
daily business practices and 
future endeavors.   

 

Our team works alongside 
forward-thinking and proactive 
entrepreneurs and businesses to 
assist brands in achieving the 
goal of providing goods and 
services that are smarter and 
safer. 
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Guiding Principles  

The Living Principles for Design framework is a catalyst for driving positive cultural change. 

Created by sustainability professionals working with the AIGA (a US national graphic arts 

industry group), the LP-Framework distills the four streams of sustainability -– environment, 

people, economy, and culture -– into a roadmap that is understandable, integrated, and most 

importantly, actionable.  

THE LIVING PRINCIPLES: Four Streams Of Integrated Sustainability   

GUIDING PRINCIPLES  

 

Environment: Actions and issues that affect natural systems, including climate change, 

preservation, carbon footprint and restoration of natural resources. 

 Use systems thinking to create and embrace new systems, streamline processes, and 

reduce waste.   

 Encourage clients to think about their products from creation to end of life and not allow 

design to cease when the product leaves the sales teams desk. 

 Design for durability and longevity. 

 Engineer products to be easily disassembled into their component parts. 

 Put systems in place to reclaim materials when they have reached the end of their 

usable life. 

People: Actions and issues that affect all aspects of society, including poverty, 

violence, injustice, education, healthcare, safe housing, labor and human rights. 

 Establish relationships with materials distributors who participate in sustainable 

initiatives and are proponents of ethically sourced materials.  

 Raise awareness for consumer demand for sustainable goods. 

 Avoid unethical production methods at all costs. 

 Design products customers need and want in order to improve quality of life and overall 

happiness. 
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Economy: Actions and issues that affect how people and organizations meet their 

basic needs, evolve and define economic success and growth. 

 Is breaking even or turning a profit immediate or could a ramp-up to profitability provide 

ethical and environmental gains as well.  

 Making sustainable business planning and modeling affordable and available to all 

corporations will provide opportunity for transparency and truthfulness. 

 Avoid greenwashing and use only verified certification methods and terminology. 

 Act as a service; serve others, and the products will benefit.  

Culture:  Actions and issues that affect how communities manifest identity, preserve 

and cultivate traditions, and develop belief systems and commonly accepted values. 

 Encouraging prosperity for all is a core value. Through stewardship of materials, 

conscientious product creation and reclamation, and enabling consumers to actively 

participate in their right to choose better and safer product lines, our company enables 

our clients and their target market to prosper.  

 Our meaning and reaction will be to embrace transformative thinking and adapt to 

adversity. Peace of mind is provided through verifiable data and being conscious of the 

effects a product has on the life and safety of all.  

 Our company aims to promote smart, safe design and encourage an understanding of 

materials data and employing carbon offsets.  

 Being an inclusive company and striving to embrace and engage with organizations and 

people from all walks of life is inherent to our corporate goals. 

 

Applying the Living Principles Framework is about more 

than just the designer and when embraced, is effective in 

impacting the lives and prosperity of individuals, businesses, 

society as a whole, and the planet. By focusing on behaviors 

that are restorative to the environment such as material 
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reclamation, reducing carbon footprint, and encouraging and implementing waste as food 

systems into existing businesses, our company will provide a roadmap for industry leaders to 

maximize renewable practices and reduce waste and inefficiency. 

Mission, Vision, Values, Goals 

 

 

Mission Statement:  

The company mission is to train teams to 

implement and facilitate sustainable 

thinking. Our method is driven by creating a 

model to successfully implement circular 

thinking and sustainable practices into 

existing company’s business plans and 

encourage and facilitate sustainability 

certifications for all established and start-up 

companies driven by customer demand. 
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Vision Statement:   

The vision of the company is to improve 

what “best practices” means to 

corporations.  

 

Our vision is to see all companies following 

and promoting sustainable practices, 

reducing their footprint, and rethinking the 

way their product lines and material choices 

impact the world around them. These 

improvements to business practices have 

far-reaching outcomes and is immediately 

impactful to how a business is run and how 

it can impact individuals and the world 

around it. 
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Values Statement:  

Embrace waste as an opportunity for conscious capitalism.  

 

Not only is less waste a goal, but rethinking waste and encouraging waste as food will provide 

cost savings and environmental savings which will incentivize corporations to participate in 

impactful change to their business model.  The values at play are aligned with the 5Rs: Reduce, 

Reuse, Recycle, Reclaim, Reimagine. As conscious consumers shift towards selecting products 

and services that are produced responsible, being a conscious capitalist ensures that 

businesses benefit people and the environment. 

 

Goals and Objectives:  

Not only is less waste a goal, but rethinking waste and encouraging waste as food will provide 

cost savings and environmental savings which will incentivize corporations to participate in 

impactful change to their business model.   
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 Improve levels of corporate social responsibility in a wide range of product and service 

sectors. 26 

 Establish a client base from a wide range of product and service sectors.  

 Create opportunity to continue to manage practices of clients and enable companies to 

continue to adapt as needs change and challenges arise. 

 Establish training program templates for all levels within corporations that can be 

implemented within the consultation company and can be scaled to be implemented in 

client businesses as well.   

 

 

Business Philosophy:  

Practice what you promote. As a company, our corporate philosophy will be to lead by example 

to reduce waste and improve processes wherever possible. As sustainable certifications can be 

difficult to navigate, first-hand experience and leading by example by pursuing certification for 
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the location of business will provide valuable experience in navigating the process and 

establishing best routes for success. 

 Providing exceptional customer service by providing thorough and honest assessments 

of areas for improvement. 

 Focus on the long view to enhance the lives of users and builders.  

 Small change is still change. Our focus will be on encouraging companies to say yes to 

changing the way they work and thing about production. 

 Measure value by charting our successes in enabling companies to attain reputable and 

verified sustainability certification. 

 

Industry Overview:  

Business is booming in the business consulting industry; a $250 billion dollar industry. As of 

2017 there were over 700,000 business consulting firms globally. Consultants provide support 

for businesses and pave the way for changemakers to remain on the forefront of their industries.  
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Company Strengths and Competencies:  

Assembling the best and brightest team of verified experts at our company core provides value 

adding perspective to the challenge of implementing sustainable practices. Because of the 

diverse range of backgrounds and project experience of our team, addressing industry specific 

concerns and customer driven product specific needs will be highly attainable. Employing 

materials management experts provides the scientific and technical knowledge base that will be 

impactful to assessing and addressing material concerns and improving existing methodologies.  

Major competitive strengths: 

 Diversity of knowledge base through assembling a team of experts with industry specific 

backgrounds. 

 Flexibility in regional expansion; ability and willingness to travel to consult on projects 

outside of our immediate vicinity. 

 Established remote-working (WFH) capabilities. In today’s technology era, remote 

consultations via web-conferencing and virtual manufacturing plant assessments using 

drones, digital walkthroughs, and process renderings will provide added value and 

convenience to customers as well as safety and time savings to our team. 

Legal Form of Ownership:  

As this company takes shape, a Partnership works best for our company dynamics. The 

backbone of this company is the team of verified industry specific experts. A written Partnership 

agreement will provide some structure to an otherwise informal business structure. The written 

Partner agreement will detail the general responsibilities of each individual and outline 

responsibilities that are expected of each individual. As this business is a consulting firm, and 

the success of the business relies on reach and successful pitching or services to customers, 

partners will be taking personal responsibility for the success of the company and the liability 

that comes with a partnership reinforces the importance of individuals within the overarching 

team to engage and guide the company to collective successes.  
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To ensure that partners are committed to the business model and the success of the team, a 

buy-sell provision will be included in the partnership agreement which requires shareholders to 

consider what will happen if a partner wishes to leave the firm, dies, goes bankrupt, or splits 

assets due to a divorce. The buy-sell agreement will depict when and how a partner must be 

bought out, who can buy in, and at what price a buy-out would be settled. 2   

Products and Services 

5Rs, Inc. will provide consulting services to companies and make the business case for 

sustainability to shareholders/community. Through successful integrations of sustainable 

models in existing companies a portfolio of successes will enable the company to partner with 

newly established companies and start-ups to establish sustainability plans from day one. 

 The company will provide a package/flat-rate for consulting services in a for-profit model 

to establish framework modeling and phasing timelines. 

 Provide resources and guidance to companies who seek to earn and maintain 

sustainability certifications.  

 Add value in all levels of the corporate model. 

 Physical portfolio/road-map for corporate successes.  

 

Adding Value: 

 Sustainable practices save companies money in the long run. A study by ULCA 

finds that employees at companies with sustainable initiatives are 16 percent more 

productive than in unsustainable business models. Products that are designed for 

disassembly can save companies money in the long run by enabling the 

reclamation of materials to be reintegrated into future and existing product lines.  

 Waste equals food is a concept that can reduce waste in highly consumptive and 

material draining industries such as the construction industry and product design. 

Our goal of facilitating partnerships between key industries players can create 

circular economies and cost saving opportunities for manufactures of goods to work 
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together and reclaim waste products from each other to aid in the fabrication 

process of one another.  

 Having positive public relations and being viewed favorably by consumers is good 

for business, being a fair, equal opportunity employer, and focusing on how a 

company can positively impact current issues can provide social and societal 

benefits for corporations.  

 

Our Products and Services: 

 Sustainability Assessments: target areas for improvement and present next steps for 

implementation 

 Host a digital network of materials manufactures and catalog their material usage and 

waste streams to be harvested by other corporations who’s product lines could 

incorporate recycled and remanufactured materials (i.e.: a flood barrier design firm whos’ 

cast off stainless steel cutting materials can be redirected to companies who 

manufacture hardware and fasteners). 
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 Sustainable Certification Roadmap: Our team guides you through the process of 

pursuing and attaining sustainability certification and relevant sustainability tax credit 

eligibility. 18 

 Training seminars for corporate teams at all levels to receive education on sustainable 

initiatives and implementing best practices.  

Competitive Advantage: 

 Our competitive advantage comes from our diverse team of industry specific 

professionals.  

 By creating a digital network of material suppliers who share and cycle materials 

throughout their production practices our team provides access to cost saving and 

carbon footprint reducing “waste as food” systems. 

 Life Cycle Assessment and a knowledge of the Okala Practitioner provides valuable 

materials assessments to ensure the safety of products and durability of materials from 

verified sustainable materials providers.  

Competitive Disadvantages:  

 Sustainable Certifications often have a cost associated with them and companies could 

be wary of the cost-benefit analysis of hiring a consultant and paying for a certification. 

 Once these practices are implemented, it will be a challenge to maintain working 

relationship with corporations who may see their transformation as complete and not see 

the need for continued routine maintenance of business practices and future 

assessments.   

Pricing: 

 Pricing will depend on level of involvement and services rendered. 

 Our standard operating rate for consultant services will be $80 per hour per consultation. 

 Life Cycle Analysis and materials assessments will range from $2000 to $8000 

depending on range of material use and output. 
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 Training sessions and seminars will be based on attendance/group size. These training 

sessions will be a similar format to a “lunch-and-learn” with groups of 10 or less costing 

$300 per hour plus materials. Training sessions with 10-35 participants will be $600 per 

hour plus materials, and company-wide sessions will be $1200 for up to 600 individuals. 

Travel costs will be assessed if trainings are held in-person and are outside of a 

reasonably designated travel range 
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MARKETING PLAN  

Understanding our market is essential to being successful as a consulting firm. Assessing 

existing market data and adjusting out methodology to establish a niche is part of our plan for 

success.  

Market research: Opportunity 

A barrier to companies’ employing sustainable practices is a lack of technical know-how and a 

lack of focus on sustainable methods due to a need to focus on necessary daily operations. As 

a sustainability consulting firm, our team will provide the necessary focus and sustainability 

methodology expertise that traditional businesses lack access or comprehension of. A 

traditional consulting firm focuses on providing a specialty service, professional advice, 

guidance, and solutions to issues that can’t be addressed in-house. The sustainability 

consulting firm will focus on strategy and planning as well as testing, auditing, and verification of 

data and certifications.  The sustainability consulting industry is adapting and changing every 

day to face diverse challenges and while there are other sustainability consulting firms out there, 

the Midwest and the Dakotas in particular are under serviced and in need of transformative 

change.  

Market research: Methodology 

Based on our industry specific backgrounds and sustainability education, the team at 5Rs, Inc 

has first-hand experience addressing the shortcomings and challenges that companies face 

when attempting to turn a profit and maintain a societal and environmental obligation and 

corporate initiative. Our combined experience and personal research have provided us with a 

base knowledge of areas for improvement and potential for disruptive change. While this 

company won’t be the first to join the industry, sustainable practices in manufacturing and 

production corporations are not fully developed and the opportunity to guide and impact 

business practices is immense.  
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Economics 

According to Verdantix, in 2015 large corporations spent $877 million on consulting services 

related to sustainability and supply chains. 10   In the Midwest, large cities such as Chicago, 

Milwaukee, and Minneapolis are home to a few key players in the realm of sustainability 

consulting. Midwest Environmental Consulting Services is located in Peoria, Illinois. Detroit, 

Michigan and Minneapolis, Minnesota have EHS&S (Environmental, Health, Safety, and 

Sustainability) companies as well. 19 

 

Total size of the sustainability consulting market: 

 The market for sustainability consultants is growing quickly, according to The College 

Board, jobs in the sustainability market were expected to grow by 83% in the past 10 

years. 

 As large corporation have already added in house sustainability managers, the target 

market of manufacturing companies who have yet to implement sustainable practices 

are abundant. 

 There is strong potential for the industry to continue growing as the effects of climate 

change and material scarcity become more apparent. 

 As products reach the end of their usable life, materials entering the waste stream are 

more prevalent and corporations are now beginning to express concern and attempt to 

mitigate this material waste issue. 

 In today’s financial and health crisis, cost savings are essential to the survival of many 

businesses. Implementing energy saving practices and material stewardship practices to 

reduce waste is an important opportunity. 

 

Some typical barriers to entry into the market are: 

 Establishing client base of companies without sustainability practices 

 Selling the concept of sustainable practices. 

 Establishing successful teams with experience needed to adequately consult and train. 
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 Coding/creating a materials ecosystem network. Find individuals with the relevant skills 

to create online presence and UX coding.   

Product 

Our product offerings will primarily be in the form of assessments and implementation planning 

for sustainable processes.  

 Content for training seminars/lunch-and-learns 

 Access to online materials exchange database. 

Customers are looking or an easy roadmap to follow to implement sustainable systems. Our 

firm will provide that model for them. With more complicated processed, materials uses, and 

industry related challenges, our personalized assessments will be effective in expanding on the 

base process for implementing sustainable systems. As our team builds a client base, it will be 

easier to establish the online materials exchange database as data will become available 

through assessment of materials practices to provide the network of material exchange 

participants to reduce waste and create opportunity for collaboration. 

Features and Benefits 

 Assessing sustainable practices and providing a roadmap for implementing best 

practices provides an opportunity for corporate responsibility and a renewed focus on 

improving efficiency in all sectors. As verified experts, our job is to assess, educate, and 

implement these practices so that corporate teams can focus on their bottom line and 

continued processes and general operations. 

 Benefits to clients will include access to the materials exchange network. Companies 

who agree to participate in expansive exploration of material waste streams and end of 

material life processes will provide data for the database and material exchange 

network. This network will provide future waste removal cost savings, provide 

opportunity for companies to turn a profit on their waste, and will encourage 

collaboration and new materials insights to emerge. 
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 Training seminars will provide hands on learning and enable certification to be achieved. 

Creative and collaborative leaders work side-by-side with individuals from other sectors 

of the company to explore potential areas for improvement, and encourage participation 

in effective materials management and reducing waste. 

 

After-sales services: 

 Access to the materials exchange database will be ongoing. Companies will benefit from 

potential collaborations and cost savings of interacting within the materials exchange 

network. 

 Continued sustainable-management: Routine maintenance of ensuring all process 

changes are processing without disrupting normal work flow. Providing future 

assessments and professional advice for future product lines, materials use, and PR 

opportunities. 

Competition 

The main form of competition will be other sustainability consulting firms who are established in 

metropolis areas. Should they choose to expand their client locational range, our team will have 

to adapt our job radius and outreach efforts. 

As many large corporations already have establish sustainability managers in house, our focus 

will be on newly opened corporations, corporations in rural areas, and corporations who do not 

presently participate in sustainable initiatives.  

Table 1:  Competitive Analysis 

FACTOR 
5Rs, Inc. Strength Weakness Futerra Arcadis 

Importance 

to Customer 

Products 

Sustainability 
Consulting 

Services and 
training on 
materials 

management 

 x 
Wide range of 

services 
Widest range of 

services 
1 
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FACTOR 
5Rs, Inc. Strength Weakness Futerra Arcadis 

Importance 

to Customer 

Price 

Low-medium 
price. Not the 

most expensive 
firm. 

x  
Much more 
expensive 

expensive 2 

Quality 

Our services 
are guaranteed, 
cost savings 
guaranteed, 
surveys to show 
customer 
approval of 
changes made 

x  

Verified 
experts in 

established 
firm with 

major 
companies as 

clients 

Verified experts in 
established  

firm with major 
companies as 

clients 

3 

Selection 
Narrowed 
Focus on 

initiatives/efforts 
 x 

Specialized 
focus 

Wide range of 
services/focus 

1 

Service 

Small company 
with big 

opportunities 
and a personal 

feel 

x  

Big company 
with big 

opportunity. 
Less personal 

feel. 

Huge company 
with big 

opportunity. No 
personal feel. 

1 

Reliability 
Our clients are 
our number one 

focus 
x  

Larger team 
to get work 

done 
Giant corporation 1 

Stability 
This is a new 

company 
 x 

Established 
and financially 

solvent 

Established/ 
financially solvent/ 

successful 
1 

Expertise 

Verified experts 
with diverse 
background 

provide 
assessments 

x  

Verified 
experts with 
business or 

Sustainability  
experience/ 
degrees 3 

Verified experts 
with a wider range 

of experience /  
degrees 

1 

Company 
Reputation 

Not reputable 
yet, due to 

newly 
established 

 x 
Very 

reputable 
Very reputable 2 

Location 

Remote 
opportunity, 
technology 

friendly, and 
centrally 

located in the 
USA 

x  

National and 
international. 

A few 
locations. 

National and 
international. Many 

locations. 
3 

Appearance 
New but 

professional 
x  

Well-
established 

Well-established 
online presence 

3 
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FACTOR 
5Rs, Inc. Strength Weakness Futerra Arcadis 

Importance 

to Customer 

and highly 
motivated 

online 
presence and 
professional 
demeaner 

and professional 
demeaner. Website 

not as modern. 

Sales 
Method 

Clearly defined 
base rate for 

services, strong 
digital 

presence, our 
company is 

actively seeking 
out clients 

x  

Customers 
approach 
them, less 

easy to 
access, online 

forms to 
establish 
contact 

Customers 
approach them, 

less easy to 
access, online 

forms to establish 
contact 

2 

Credit 
Policies 

Not established  x 
Credit 

available 
Credit available 2 

Advertising 

Strong online 
presence, word 
of mouth will be 
strong due to 

diverse 
backgrounds 
and previous 
experience 

x  

Strong online 
presence, 

efforts aligned 
with major 

corporations 
they serve 

Strong online 
presence, not as 

integral in the 
community 

3 

Image 

Small town feel. 
Our company 

practices what it 
preaches and is 

active in the 
community and 

society 

x  

Modern/new-
age Feel. 

International 
establish 

company with 
large list of 
important 

clients 

Corporate/industrial 
Feel. International 
establish company 

with large list of 
important clients  

1 

 

Competitively, our business model is on a smaller scale but having a narrowed focus is an 

asset. As clients provided new challenges, our business offerings and services will also grow. 

Our ability to adapt is greater that a large corporation due to our size and diversity of our team.   
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Major Competitors: 

Mainstream Competitors  

There are an inordinate amount of consulting companies that are not specifically sustainably 

focused. 25  These companies work in other sectors and in other specialties to streamline 

processes and improve outcomes for outside businesses. 

Accenture, Inc.: Accenture is an international and 

Fortune Global 500 consulting firm who’s three main 

focuses include management consulting, technology, 

and outsourcing.  

Product - Services: Accenture is a professional services company who’s main product is their 

consulting services packaged and market-shaping AI. The company has almost 500,000 

employees and clients in over 120 countries. Accenture was established 31 years ago in Dublin 

Ireland. Tiger Woods was their brand ambassador prior to his professional and personal 

scandal. Accenture does have an energy sector but focuses primarily on oil futures. 

ONE12th, Inc.: One12th, Inc 27  is a boutique consulting 

firms whos’ clients include  Slack, Google, Microsoft, AWS 

(amazon), and facebook. They focus on systems thinking 

and transformative data assessment.  

Product - Innovation: One12th, Inc. provides systems solutions plans that focus on 

engagement, database tracking, and digitization. They tout Innovation-as-a-Service as one of 

their products and focus on strategy, analysis, and creativity.  
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Sustainability Focused Competitors 

Sustainably focused consulting firms are a niche market that focus on streamlining processes 

and improving practices to encourage stewardship of materials and the world they interact 

within. 

FUTERRA: FUTERRA 15  focuses on facilitating change within a range of industries. They focus 

on rebranding companies and focusing on giving companies 

a voice as changemakers. They focus on communications, 

campaigning, employee engagement, product and supply 

chain analysis, reporting,   

Product - Rebranding: FUTERRA focuses on creating a culture of sustainability and aims to 

envision a sustainable future for companies they serve. They are a goal oriented company who 

focuses on establishing and achieving benchmarks with their clients towards sustainable 

innovation. 

Arcadis: Arcadis 30 is a large consulting conglomerate with a massive presence of 27,000 

employees in 70 companies. They focus on changing how 

companies think about their products and services. They work 

within all sectors, design, C&D, technologies, marketing/business, 

public and private sectors, to name a few.  

Product - Consultation: Arcadis offers consulting services for natural and built assets. They 

focus on improving quality of life and establishing corporate value opportunity. They focus on 

engaging stakeholders and improving prosperity of companies and society through a focus on 

being good stewards of the planet.  

Competitive Field Summary 

The competitive field is vast and far reaching, and each company has a varied background, 

service focus, and unique perspective. What makes the consulting such a lucrative field is the 

opportunity to specialize, and seek out opportunity to excel in a unique arena. 
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Strengths 

 Niche focus on materials 

management and certifications. 

 Small firms are able to act outside of 

corporate initiatives and certain 

regulations that take focus off of the 

work itself. 

 Acting ethically and considering 

effects of materials choices and 

business practices is in demand by 

customers. 

Weaknesses 

 Not all companies are interested of 

see the cost benefits of implementing 

sustainable practices. 

 Establishing competitive advantage 

takes time and growing a portfolio of 

verified successes is a challenge for 

new companies. 

 Resource limitations – start up 

funding will need to be established.  

Opportunities 

 Rural need for services and localized 

engagement. 

 Education – not all companies are 

engaged at this time and widespread 

and effective training and seminars 

would benefit engagement and boost 

client outreach.  

 Sustainability consulting firms make a 

difference and impact existing 

practices to improve longevity, quality 

of live, and reduce negative impact on 

the environment.   

Threats 

 Established corporations are 

international and abundant and have 

established a strong portfolio of 

successes that our company has not 

yet established. 

 Reduced requirements for sustainable 

practices due to EPA defunding and 

political climate. 

 Staying up to date on changing 

sustainability regulations, and 

addressing the challenges of an ever 

changing world.  
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Customers 

Our target market is localized to the Midwest. Our Future goal is to expand into a less regionally 

specific target market, but the need is realized for Midwest companies to adopt progressive 

mindsets and establish lasting protocols for sustainability. 

Key Demographics: 

 Lifespan: Companies who are well established and set in their ways as well as start-

up companies who can implement sustainability on the ground floor. 

 Diversity: companies with employees for various backgrounds and walks of life who 

have a stake in the safety and success of their companies and products. 

 Location: Midwestern companies see an immediate need for transformative change. 

Future engagement with international and national clients will be the overarching 

goal.  

 Success Level: Our target clients will range from historic and well-established 

corporations who will benefit from a fresh perspective to newly founded start-up 

operations with need for guidance and structure. 

 Community: Local engagement is important to our initial success. Thinking local is a 

selling point to companies and consumers to engage. 

 Occupation: the manufacturing industry, design, and construction/demolition sectors 

will be the target focus. These companies follow similar business models and will be 

easier to scale a model of the integration plan for sustainability practices. 

 Other/Specific to industry: Materials Manufacturers where waste happens on multiple 

phases of the production and distribution process. 
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Customer Summary 

Our target customer will be an established materials manufacture. Being able to track material 

life cycles, observe production processes, and engage with CEOs, Product Designers, 

Manufacturing divisions, Sales, Marketing, and Materials Requisitioners within one corporation 

will provide value propositions, opportunity to track multiple streams of data within the same 

company, and will provide for integration of sustainable best practices on multiple levels. 

Focusing on ways to implement waste-as-food and benefit the client by providing cost savings 

and ethical opportunities, our focus will be on encouraging transformative change by presenting 

valuable analysis and a roadmap for implementation.  

Niche 

Providing guidance to companies who seek sustainability certifications is an opportunity to 

establish our niche within the market. Members of our team will become S-CORE certified 17  to  

asses and prove their merit in Sustainability Competency & Opportunity Rating and Evaluation. 

Accompanying this training, our partners will attend Global Reporting Initiative Certified 

Training.14  This will ensure that our company is prepared to recognize and engage customers in 

the process of recognizing and achieving standards of sustainability reporting. While 

encouraging and assisting our clients on achieving certifications of their own, our team will 

provide peace of mind by being certified ourselves and leading by example by providing a 

tangible example of the benefits of sustainable initiatives in our own business model. 

Our market research team and certified materials managers make us stand out as we focus on 

logistics and provide value adding propositions to our customers. Our continued focus on 

research and comprehension of materials challenges, interactions, and opportunities for 

reintegration into the system make our model  a facilitator of the waste-as-food methodology 

that we pitch to our clients.  

To create value for our customers and establish rapport with other business associated with 

their industries, to a materials exchange database will be provided where customers can find 

opportunities for cost savings and mutually-beneficial materials exchanges to reduce cost of 

removing waste and reclaim materials of their own into the system.  
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Strategy 

To avoid decision paralysis from potential clients, our team has narrowed it’s focus and will 

phase in sustainable initiatives within our process to ensure that clients are not overwhelmed 

with the scope of the changes they will need to make and ensure that our team is achieving the 

goal of making tangible and value-adding changes for our clients. 

Marketing strategy: Focus on creating simple 1 page roadmaps  

Promotion 

In today’s internet era, having an established online presence and an effective website is 

essential to being recognized. In order to establish our brand and create and effective logo, an 

outside expert will be hired as a part of our team of specialists. This individual will be essential 

to our early success and to creating a brand identity for our new business. Moving forward this 

individual and a growing sector of graphic design and marketing specialists will create the visual 

content for our sustainability implementation roadmaps. Effectively representing our brand and 

establish out supplementary information packets will be achieved with the help of a graphic 

design expert. 

 

Our strategy to engage with customers will be through social media outreach and online blog-

style sustainability content posted bi-weekly.  

Our advertising method will be 100% online as reducing material waste and encourage 

recycling are best facilitated through involvement in the process. Any paper goods, training 

materials, and physical data sets will be on recycled paper with double sided printing.  

Low cost methods of advertising (or free advertising) will come in the form of hashtagging 

images, encouraging clients to participate in hashtags to expand our brand. 

Our paid advertising methods will be minimal to reduce upfront costs. Advertising at farmers 

markets for minimal costs will increase awareness and encourage networking with likeminded 

individuals.  
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Our customers will see us as highly adapting and innovative individuals working as a team to 

encourage value gains for a wide range of corporate clients. The goal is to appear professional 

but approachable through easy to access methods of advertising and a down-to-earth approach 

to a highly technical field. 

By establishing an online materials exchange database, our customers will be encouraged to 

interact and maintain contact with us and others within the network.  

Promotional Budget 

Our promotional budget will be mainly taken up by reimbursing out graphics team member for 

their services. Their efforts will be focused on creating an online presence, coding a  clean and 

informative website, establishing the online materials exchange database, and focusing on a 

clearly mocked-up logo, sustainability roadmap literature for the training sessions with client 

teams, and on creating a banner and an environmentally focus take-away for those who visit our 

marketing booth. 

Before startup, 18 percent of our initial projected revenue will be allocated to marketing for the 

first 3 months of business. This amount will allow for materials to be created and online 

presence to be established 

The marketing campaign budget 21  will be reduced to approximately 6 percent of projected 

sales to allow for continued management of social media, website management, updates to 

materials exchange database, and continued maintenance on training seminar deliverables.  
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Pricing 

 Based on comparative rates of 

consulting services, our standard 

operating rate for consultant services will 

be $80 per hour per consultation. 6 

 Life Cycle Analysis and materials 

assessments will range from $2000 to 

$8000 depending on range of material 

use and output. 

 Routine maintenance assessments 

and new product line mapping cost will 

vary on a case by case basis and will depend on scope of assessment. 

 Training sessions and seminars will be based on attendance/group size. These training 

sessions will be a similar format to a “lunch-and-learn” with groups of 10 or less costing 

$300 per hour plus materials. Training sessions with 10-35 participants will be $600 per 

hour plus materials, and company-wide sessions will be $1200 for up to 600 individuals. 

Travel costs will be assessed if trainings are held in-person outside of a reasonably 

designated travel range. 

Our company values the time of our customers as much as our own and believes that for the 

level of involvement and continues service opportunity, that our pricing is fair and competitive. 

Our pricing packages are slightly lower than comparable companies in our field due to our 

status as a startup and a need to establish a customer base. Valuing our time appropriately and 

guaranteeing our services ensures that over time as our reputation and our profit margins will 

expand as well.  

At this time, there is not an established credit policy. In the spirit of collaboration and 

community, our financial department will accept all reasonable offers of exchanges for services 

if both the consultancy and the client could mutual benefit from exchange of services.. 
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Proposed Location 

The sustainability consulting industry is adapting and changing every day to face diverse 

challenges and while there are other sustainability consulting firms out there, the Midwest and 

the Dakotas in particular are under serviced and in need of transformative change. A focus on 

addressing the need for innovative thinking in a localized area will allow for an easy integration 

into the local market without a large amount of established competition nearby.  

At startup our team will work out of a low-cost storefront. Utilizing an existing building with low 

cost for utilities our location will have no immediate need for a highly decorative interior due to 

our outside assessment at manufacturing plants and places of production, and our remote 

service potential. 

In the case of needing a more customer friendly outside meeting space, our team with adapt 

and will employ as-needed use of a coworking space to gather and consult in a think tank 

without the need to expend valuable finances in reworking our transitional office space.  

Our client base will remain localized to the northern Midwest until such time as expanding to 

other regions makes smart business sense. Our clients will also be able to interact with us on a 

remote or travel-as-needed bases if demand for our services makes logistical sense. 

The largest sources of competition are located in larger cities/travel hubs. Based on our 

competitions established and expansive teams, it will be necessary for our team to expand 

quickly enough to compete without stretching ourselves too thin. Expanding into a semi-

permanent headquarters within 2 years and will phase plans for an expansion into other 

arenas/urban locations within 6 years.  

Distribution Channels 

The primary distribution channel for our services will be through the following methods: 

 Word of mouth – this is our most powerful tool as our client base grows and our service 

offerings expand. 
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 Direct - online via website landing platform, and via social media marketing to raise 

awareness and brand recognition.  

 Our own sales force/outreach program 

 Bid on contracts – partnering with AEC firms could provide opportunity and access to 

bidding and collaborating on highly integrated teams. 

 

Sales Forecast 

The measure for a business and its growth is based on sales. Our sales forecast is our 

educated guess on where our numbers will be in the near future. 29 

 

Best Guess:  

 1-2 new clients per months. 

 2-4 training sessions per months through community outreach, college outreach events, 

and community based events. 

 Assessments will take place in the first two months of a client agreement and data 

tracking and implementation will be phased over the course of a year. 

 Process payments (down-payment, process payment on receival of assessment 

documents, process payment as implementation process begins, and final process 

payment when contract completed) will provide immediate cashflow upon opening and 

will allow for influx of cash throughout the process. 

 As business expands and additional team members and locations are needed, pricing 

will increase to allow for operating cost increases and profit margins to adjust. 

Worst case: 

 1—2 clients every 4 months. 

 6 training sessions per year.  
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 Assessments take place prior to formal client agreement in the form of a quote for 

services rendered. Payment for preliminary assessment varies by company and is based 

on hour rate of team members involved.  

 Process payments reduced by 5% to encourage more customers to select our services. 
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OPERATIONAL PLAN 

A typical day at 5Rs, Inc. begins with a brief 15 minute collaboration session. This daily “jump-

start session” serves as a jumping off point for the rest of the day and is an opportunity for ideas 

to be brought forward, important information to be addressed, and ensure that partners are 

feeling engaged, energized, and open to new ideas. Team members are encourage to work in a 

relax yet professional manner to create calm and creativity. The goal for our physical office 

space is to provide an understated and efficient workspace with our own sustainable practices 

on display. While our initial office space will be very basic to ensure that the bulk of our finances 

are free for start-up necessities, our company will settle into a more established office space as 

soon as it is fiscally responsible to put down roots, bearing in mind that the Covid-19 pandemic 

requires additional budgetary considerations and could provide unforeseen challenges. 

The ideal location for our future office space is in a historic downtown area of Fargo North 

Dakota or Souix Falls South Dakota in a 2nd or 3rd floor office suite with roof access. Employing 

Sustainable Historic Preservation methods 28  from the Whole Building Design Guide, our goal 

will be to retrofit a clean and modern office space into an existing historic building and 

implement a living roof and passive solar gains into the existing buildings infrastructure to 

benefit the tenants within the building and provide a working example of our business model in 

action. 

Our team will be comprised of individuals local to the Midwest and Central United States to 

encourage “thinking local” and provide job opportunities to those local to the region. There are 

several established universities in the immediate vicinity that could provide quality candidates 

for employment as our company continues to grow. 

The company will be comprised of 5 leading partners, each with an industry specialty: 

 1) Business/Marketing 

 2) Manufacturing 

 3) Raw Materials, Space, and Power 

 4) Large Scale Infrastructure: Construction Management, Architecture/Design, Heavy 

Civil 
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 5) Risk Management: Health, and Safety, and Environmental 

 

Our advisory team of references from previous projects, collaborations, and workplace teams 

will serve as independent consultants on an as need basis when an industry specific project 

arises that could use a second opinion. 

Modular furnishings and efficiency/energy star rated office equipment and technologies will be 

utilized to offer flexibility and cost savings. 
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A convenient location to downtown will 

provide opportunity for our team to walk 

to local businesses for food/necessary 

goods while supporting small/local 

businesses in the historic downtown 

area.  

Our processes will include meeting with 

clients, seeking out consulting 

opportunities, necessary research of 

sustainability tactics and technologies, 

materials exploration/testing, data 

processing, and modeling/documenting 

our findings for presentation. Teams will 

work together to prepare assessments 

in and out of the office on site visits. 

Teams will work to establish training 

seminars and update them as needed 

as the climate and sustainability tactics 

change.  

 

Our intension is to hire a financial manager to oversee cash flow, budgetary concerns, and 

ensure that necessary financial and legal processes are addressed. 

Implementation Framework 

As a company our team employs systems thinking and in an effort to redirect waste into a 

circular economy that enables individuals and teams to rethink production methods, employ 

energy and cost savings, and collaborate to reduce waste. In this endeavor, our guiding 

principles align with The Living Principles.  
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THE LIVING PRINCIPLES: Four Streams Of Integrated Sustainability  

IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK  

ENVIRONMENT: Actions and issues that affect natural systems, including climate change, 

preservation, carbon footprint and restoration of natural resources. 

Behaviors 
 

 Map carbon footprint calculation and establish methods to streamline processes in order 

to reduce footprint. Begin making incremental changes. 

 Focus on modular thinking; view component parts within the product as vital and unique 

parts of a greater whole.  

Creation 
 

 Employ reusable packaging for packaged and shipped assessment materials and 

proposals. Use recycled paper and two-sided printing to reduce paper usage. . 

 Provide digital versions of project materials instead of physical copies as often as 

possible. Having a digital record is also helpful for customers to look back on materials 

for reference. 

Durability 
 

 Educate clients on how to properly label their materials for recycling and where 

salvaging can take place within the process. 

 Select office space necessities like furnishings that are durable and modular to get the 

most use out of these items as our company grows and adapts. 

Disassembly 
 

 Select office supplies and supplementary materials for training seminars that are 

durable, and able to be easily disassembled, and clearly marked for recycling (i.e. pens 
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and notebooks for training seminars, banners and other items for booths/outreach 

displays, etc.) 

Supply chain 
 

 When selecting give-away merchandise for distribution at training seminars and 

outreaches, ensure that materials selected align with sustainable design standards.  

 Focus on facilitating circular supply chains when organizing and connecting companies 
within the Online Materials Database. Focus on ways to implement waste-as-food. 
 

Waste 

 At the end of training sessions provide recycling bins for papers and notebooks used in 

the course to avoid these materials ending up in the trash. 

 Utilize storm water and gray water from building facilities to nurture the green roof at 

company HQ. 

PEOPLE: Actions and issues that affect all aspects of society, including poverty, violence, 

injustice, education, healthcare, safe housing, labor and human rights. 

Impacts 
 

 Entry level employee at business our company serves will receive specialized training 

and become more marketable as individuals with new-found special skills/education. 

 Corporations who are not currently employing sustainable processes will shift their focus 

to providing life-safe and energy/cost saving products and services to their customers 

improving global quality of life over time. 

Conflicts 
 

 Reducing carbon footprint while still being accessible to clients during project specific 

necessary travel. 
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 Online Materials Exchange Database could provide access to materials that are far 

away and exhaustive/inefficient to transport.   

Desirability 
 

 Customers seek out consultants to address unique challenges and provide time-savings 

that come about when a specialist focuses on addressing the issue and other business 

operations proceed as intended. 16 

 Clients will save money over time when cost savings are realized through energy and 

time saving process implementation. 20 

Need / use 
 

 Society will be positively impacted by reduced contamination from materials and efforts 

to remediate byproduct of production facilities. 

 Changemakers encourage and impact existing systems to work better and smarter. 

Long view 

 Map individuals within the business in an accountability chart with established job 

descriptions.  Use these metrics to establish project accountability and social 

responsibility teams, and provide opportunity for advancement for individuals within 

project teams and companies. 

 Gainfully employ more individuals overtime and offer career opportunities for individuals 

to join and grow within our team.  

ECONOMY: Actions and issues that affect how people and organizations meet their basic 

needs, evolve and define economic success and growth. 

Systemic view 
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 Clients gain economic value from employing our services and establishing efficiency 

protocols with our direction/assistance. 

 Our client’s own customers will reap the benefits of cost savings associated with product 

cost reduction.  

Metrics 
 

 Inherent value is measured through reductions in energy bills accrued by clients, and 

reduction in materials cost and disposal fees from historic values. 

 Value is not only measures in financial gains and cost savings, employee satisfaction 

and safety is measurable as well through surveys and assessments. 

Benefits 
 

 Short term: cost savings and convenience. 

 Long term: healthier people and happier lives. Better ecosystems with less 

contamination present in natural world. 

Transparency & truth 
 

 Transparency on website and in practice to easily explain what our company does and 

why. 

 Promote truthful sustainable initiatives, avoid green washing and misleading verbiage. 

Waste=food 
 

 Implement Online Materials Exchange Database to facilitate waste as food in materials 

production. 

 Recycle our own materials for future use; paper, plastic, metal, furnishings, and 

electronics used in the office and training settings. 
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From product to service 

 Our product is a service. 

 The Online Materials Exchange Database provides further opportunity for clients to 

maintain material streams and gain value and cost savings through collaboration. 

CULTURE: Actions and issues that affect how communities manifest identity, preserve and 

cultivate traditions, and develop belief systems and commonly accepted values. 

Visions 
 

 Customers demand sustainable choices and making sustainable choices of their own is 

facilitated through availability of sustainably sourced goods. It is cyclical. 

 Our employees are encouraged to assess their own carbon footprints and are 

encouraged to make adjustments to reduce waste through work from home option and 

company ride share network.  

Meanings & reactions 
 

 Consumer mentality leads to materials demand and excess waste, adjust this mindset 

through production of adaptable and durable goods. 

 Clients could be resistant to change but showing leading examples of sustainability in 

action in paralleling corporations could ease fears.  

A systemic view 
 

 Stewardship of materials, customers safety/health, and the healthy and longevity of the 

natural world. 

 Take responsibility for corporate actions and decision making processes that impact 

transparency and seek to include and lift up all people groups and individuals. 

Diversity 
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 Through smart materials management and materials reclamation, products can become 

more affordable and accessible to all individuals from all backgrounds. 

 View all individuals as equals and promote products and service all individuals benefit 

from. 

Production 

Our products and services are produced by working with clients to meet their needs and assess 

areas for improvement within their niche market or areas of expertise through the following 

methods:  

Production techniques and costs 

 Time, proximity, and communication effect the output of our sustainability 
assessment reports. Meeting with the client digitally or in person for discussions 
about procedure, supply lines, and possible areas for improvement may occur 1-10 
times depending on scope of the project. Travel costs may be accrued if in person 
meetings are required.  

 Individuals on the assessment team compile findings from meetings and data 
assessment for review by project lead. Final report is reviewed, copy edited and 
submitted for client review and revision. 

Quality control 

 Ability to articulate and communicate, establish and present visible data charts, and 
present error free materials is essential. Several individuals review the work before it 
goes out for client submittal.   

Customer service 

 Our partners, many of whom worked in the service industry at one point in their 
career, appreciate the strong customer service skills that individuals within the 
service industry have adopted. As a company, many of our staff members will have 
had a strong background in customer service and sales. This is a huge asset to our 
ability to address our customer’s needs in a respectful and successful manner.  

 Sensitivity training and salesforce training will occur quarterly to ensure that team 
members are addressing one another and our customers with respect and growing 
as an inclusive and being effective in our methods to sell our services. 
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Inventory control 

 As our products are more service oriented, there will be minimal inventory. Our 
business administration individuals will be effective in cataloging and reordering 
essential office materials in order for our teams to effectively distribute information 
and complete project tasks. 

Product development 

 As our changing climate brings new challenges to light, our team will research and 
adapt to these challenges to ensure that our services are addressing all sustainability 
challenges and positively impacting our clients and the physical world. 
 

Location 

Some say location is everything, our team feels that location is wherever you make it. Our highly 

adaptive nature allows for a non-tradition work environment with the following criteria: 

Physical requirements: 

 Our plan includes an option where not all employees need to be physically located on 
site in the office. Our goal is to encourage work-from-home arrangements if they make 
sense to an individual’s abilities and regional location. Our physical location will be small 
starting out, but as business ramps up and the company grows our plan is to establish a 
physical headquarters for 35 to 50 individuals to work in a sustainably restored 
historically preserved building, located in downtown Fargo, ND close to local restaurants 
and shops and in range of parks and event outings for employee morale.  

 Type of building: LEED certified through the United States Green Building Council, 
utilizing sustainable historic preservation requirements. Green roof, with passive solar 
gain and stormwater and graywater irrigation system. Tenant opportunity space in 
building for additional income and exposure, and modular interior furnishings for 
adaptability so our space can reconfigure instead of continuously replacing items as our 
company grows/changes. 
 

 Power and other utilities: Geothermal Heat Exchange HVAC system to reduce overall 
energy consumption of operating costs. Due to our location in North Dakota’s harsh 
winters, exterior windows will be replaced with thermal isolation breaks to reduce cold 
temperature transmission. Sensor daylight lighting will reduce lighting draws within the 
building and turn off lights when not in use.  
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Access 

It is important for our location to be nearby our 

preliminary target market of Midwestern and 

Central United States manufacturing 

companies. As our target market includes 

corporations with underdeveloped 

sustainability plans and a need for 

transformative change, our location may 

change over time to provide access to 

companies in need of our services. Until our 

customer base is established, walk-in access is 

not required. Our initial plan is to rent a small 

space and retrofit an existing building once 

funds and our customer base is stable. Much 

of our consulting and assessing services will 

likely be done in person at the company being 

assessed. A flexible work schedule option of 

either 4-10 hour days or 5-8 hour days will be 

offered to allow employees the option to take longer weekends and condense their work-week 

to maximize their work-life balance. 

Cost  

Estimated start-up costs: 

LoopNet Spaces for Rent 13  in Fargo, ND:  

 Option 1: $10.00 sq. ft/year, 3500 square foot retail/office space. 

o No utilities included 
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 Option 2: $7.50 sq. ft/year, 5400 square foot building 

o Shared utilities with other tenant 

 

 Option 3: $1.67 sq. ft/month, 4000 square foot second floor walkup. 

o Includes utilities 

  

Utilities in Fargo, ND: 
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(chart from business.nd.gov) 11 

Legal Environment 

To align with regulatory requirements, our company will ensure that our practices comply with 

the standards and safe-guards that have been set in place.  

 The FTC Environmental Marketing Claims: requires businesses not to make unfounded 
and unqualified claims about environmental benefits of a good or service.  

 As a consulting firm, our team assesses many different manufacturing firms and 
companies with proprietary information that is subject to trademarks, copyrights, and 
pending, existing, or purchased patents. It is our responsibility to protect the protect the 
leverage points and trade secrets of our clients and take their legally binding documents 
into account.  

 Sustainable certifications such as USGBC Certifications will be essential to our 
verification as industry professionals. LEED professional credentials (LEED Green 
Associate, and LEED AP with Specialty) may be involved in our future operations can be 
earned by seeking licensure. Licensing and bonding requirements require time, funding, 
training, and continued upkeep of certification but as vital to continuing our 
understanding of sustainable challenges and how to address them.  
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 A business license is typically required to operate a business and serve customers. 
More research will need to be done regarding permits and specialized business 
licensure for a sustainability consulting firm.  

 OSHA, Occupational Safety & Health Administration, guidelines under the OSHA Act will 
be followed to ensure the safety of our team and to maintain our good standing as an 
operational business.  

 As our company out-grows our rented start-up space it will be imperative for our partners 
to consider purchasing or outfitting our desired headquarters space to best suit our 
operational needs. Permits and building requirements will be followed to ensure the safe 
renovation of our new location and allow for occupancy for our team.  

 Small business insurance and general liability insurance will be help to remediate risks 
that come along with operating a business. In our goal of enhance our clients efforts and 
leverage their strategies, it is necessary for us to hold Professional Liability Insurance to 
cover any lawsuits that may arise regarding the quality of our work in the event that a 
project date is misses, or a customer fails to execute our road-map plan. 1 

Personnel 

A strong  team is the life blood of our organization. Our goal is to create a stable, highly 

capable, and innovative team of verified professionals who work together to achieve our shared 

goal of providing exceptional guidance to clients.   

 Number of employees:  

o Year 1-2: 10 team members, shared tasks to cover all necessary roles 

 partners (5) 

 business administrative professional (1) 

 marketing professional/graphic designer (1) 

 licensed accountant/certified legal advisor (1) 

 materials manager (1) 

 salesperson (1) 

o Year 3-5: 35-55 team members, specialized tasks to cover all necessary roles 

 partners (5) – share-holders/decision makers, oversee and assist all 
teams. Travel as needed. 
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 business administrative professional (2) – oversee flow of operations in 
the office, scheduling and coordinating, reception 

 Marketing Professional/Graphic Designer (2 + 1 intern) – creating and 
maintaining visual presentations and documents, maintain and nurture 
brand identity, marketing, merchandising 

 Licensed Accountant/Certified legal advisor (1) – maintain books and 
legal requirements of the business, payroll 

 Billing/Estimating (3) – send and receive payment information and bill 
processing 

 Materials Manager (3) – research, assessment, testing, remediation 
experts. Travel as needed. 

 Salesperson (3) – seek out and procure new work, maintain client contact 
and relationships, wheelers-and-dealers. Remote/travel potential. 

 Sustainability Assessors (8) – project coordination, assessment, client 
meetings, report to Project Managers. Travel as needed. 

 Project Managers (4) – oversee Sustainability Assessors, ensure that 
requirements are met and concept are fully considered. Travel as 
needed. 

 Human Resources (1) – part time or contract potential. maintain 
employee relations and provide support/training as needed. 

 Engineer/Industrial Designer (2) – feasibility studies, procedural mapping, 
assess product lines for disassembly and durability, research and 
development, testing/calculations, 3D/4D modeling/scanning. Travel as 
needed. 

 Additional roles and continued growth as needed… 

 Type of labor: skilled, professional, and administrative 

 Recruiting: Career Fairs at local and regional colleges, LinkedIn/Indeed Online, Co-
op/Internship opportunities for students 12 

 Pay structure: Bi-weekly pay, salary for full-time workers, hourly for part-time workers, 
Yearly merit-based bonuses, Full benefits to full time employees. 3 weeks of PTO at 
start date with a week added after 5 years. 3 month sabbatical option for those 
employed 15+ years.  
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 Training methods and requirements: certificate-holders must stay up to date on relevant 
trainings and tracking.  

 Employee handbook (digital with electronic signature to verify employee receival) 

Inventory 

Due to the nature of our business operations, our inventory of products will be mainly essential 

functional material for daily office operations and digital/paper materials such as reference 

manuals, documents, and information.  

 Recycled Print/Digital materials (electronic preferred) 

 General office supplies (pens, paper, notebooks, graph paper, whiteboard supplies, 
clips, binder, presentation folders, shredder, etc.) 

 Electronics: 3D scanner and processing software (estimated at $100,00 investment 
under 5 year plan), drafting software (limited licensure, 1-5 seats), computers, keyboard 
etc.  

 Furnishings: modular office furniture, ergonomic desk equipment, soft seating, 
collaborative seating/tables 

 Kitchenette equipment and basic supplies (provide coffee/tea/soft drinks, bottle filler. 
condiments/spread. Reusable plates/utensils, crockpot/serving utensils for monthly team 
shared meal, efficiency dishwasher, fridge, sink, coffeemaker/hot water spout, bottle 
filler. whatever kitchenette items/food stuffs necessary to accommodate a comfortable 
and focused work environment) 

 Recycling containers, trash sorting, compost bin 

 Essential office cleaning supplies and paper goods. 

Suppliers 

Our motto regarding internal materials choices is to “practice what you prescribe”. Smart and 

sustainable materials choices is valued in our homes and workplace as well and relies on smart 

product choices that follow sustainable initiatives/regulations and are reusable and recyclable.  
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Credit Policies 

In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, and the resulting market instability and financial strain of 

dealing with the medical crisis and safety of staff members and the general public, sustainability 

is more important than ever before. Taking this societal upset as a jumping-off point for 

transformative change will leverage adversity and create opportunity to rethink how companies 

and teams live and work and how consumer purchase and dispose of goods. Our strategy to 

continue turning over business and provide essential services to manufacturers and 

corporations, our sales model will allow from credit on final payment due of our process 

payment schedule.   

 Process payments include: 

o down-payment for services 

o process payment on receival of assessment documents 

o process payment as implementation process begins 

o final process payment when contract completed (credit allowed as final process 

payment is highest amount due) 

A process payment system will provide immediate cashflow (as down-payment for services is a 

10% fee of estimate) upon opening and will allow for influx of cash at key points throughout the 

process. Credit will be offered to established customer and customers who in good financial 

standing with their banks and materials suppliers. If a company is able to pay their suppliers, it 

is likely they will pay us promptly as well. A standard credit application process will be required; 

running credit applications against a minimum of 3 institutions to find the best rates for our 

customers.  

More research will need to be done regarding cost to extend credit and best practices for 

accounts payable and receivable.  

 

Dealing with slow-paying customers: 

 Phone call – 2 business day after payment due. 

 Follow-up email - 5 business days after payment due. 
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 Written letter sent – 8 business days after payment due 

 Attorney involvement – 18 business days after payment due. 

 

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 

The bi-weekly partners meeting will provide 

structure and organization and address issues 

that arise as work progresses. Together, the five 

founding partners will assess areas for 

improvement, and ensure that processes are 

flowing smoothly. If a partner drops out for a 

variety of reasons, partners will vote whether to 

absolve/purchase their shares or seek out an 

individual to buy-in to the partnership.  

Organizational Chart: Year 1-2, 10 team 
members, shared tasks to cover all necessary 
roles 

 

FOUNDING PARTNER (5)

MARKETING 
PROFESSIONAL/GRAPHIC 

DESIGNER

MATERIALS MANAGER

LICENSED ACCOUNTANT/ 
CERTIFIED LEGAL 

ADVISOR

SALESPERSON

BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

PROFESSIONAL
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Organizational Chart: Year 3-5: 35-55 team members, specialized tasks to cover all necessary 

roles 

 

Professional and Advisory Support 

Professional advisors are in place to assist with decision making and enable our team to make 

the best possible decisions for the future of the company. 

Our team will engage with the following individuals to ensure the success of the company: 

 Board of directors – 5 founding partners 

 Management advisory board – team of individuals who guide and assess the 
founding partners 

 Attorney – select the services of a licensed attorney for legal needs 

 Accountant – in house accountant/legal advisors 

 Insurance agent – request quotes and select the best rate 

ADVISORY SUPPORT 
TEAM

FOUNDING PARTNERS 
(5)

MATERIAL 
MANAGERS (3)

ENGINEER / 
INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGNER (2)

PROJECT MANAGERS 
(4)

SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSORS (8)

SALESPERSON (3)

BILLING/ESTIMATING 
(3)

MARKETING 
PROFESSIONAL / 

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
(2)

INTERN

LICENSED 
ACCOUNTANT

/CERTIFIED LEGAL 
ADVISOR

BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
PROFESSIONAL (2)

HUMAN RESOURCES
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 Banker – outside services 

 Consultant or consultants – HR potential to be consultant instead of in-house 

 Mentors and key advisors from previous professional endeavors 
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STARTUP EXPENSES AND CAPITALIZATION 
5Rs Inc and its’ partners will raise $100,000 in capital ($20,000 per partner) and will seek a 

matching loan of $100,000 with a 10-year repayment plan.  
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Start-up Expenses 

The following breakdown of projected and actual startup costs gives a clear view of our first 

month startup costs and tracks monthly costs after startup. Cost analysis used SBA startup 

costs worksheets 23  and salary cost calculators 5  in addition to furniture and office supply 

estimates 9  combined with real data from target location rent and utility fees. 

 

(chart from SBA.gov) 23 

Our plan is to have a contingency plan that amounts to 20% of total startup costs. In this case, 

contingency amounts to $18,551 for unforeseen necessities and fees.  
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Capitalization 

The legal partnership that drives our company is the driving factor behind our companies 

financial and projected successes. 22  Our partnership of 5 part owners with equal stakes in the 

company ensures that all individuals are doing their part and facilitating the successes of the 

company as a whole. Offering stock options to employees provides an opportunity for 

employees to benefit from the companies successes and be stewards of our corporate 

successes. This also provides a path towards predecessors (future partners in the firm) and 

corporate longevity for our business. Additional shares will be made available as the company 

continues to grow with shares offered to employees before shares being made publicly 

available. Using the following Cap Table template from the Corporate Finance Institute 4, the 

follow projections and shareholder breakdowns are shown:  

 

(chart from Corporate Finance Institute) 4 
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FINANCIAL PLAN 

Part of our companies break 

even plan will be to repay 

the 10-year loan of 100,000 

quickly to avoid accruing 

additional interest on the 

money.  

(Financial Planning Figures 

utilize Bplan model for 

consultancy) 7 
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12-Month Profit and Loss Projection 

The following is a projection of how much money our company will bring in by selling our 

services and how much profit will be brought in from sales and marketing our services: 

 

(chart from Bplans) 7 
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(chart from Bplans) 7 
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Projected Cash Flow 

The following details our expected cash flow (inflow and outflow) in the first year. Our 

anticipated cash transactions come in the form of process payments from clients as our team 

works through assessments and the consulting service process: 

 

(chart from Bplans) 7 
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Opening Day Balance Sheet 

The following balance sheet shows total assets and liabilities once the business is open:  

 

(chart from Bplans) 7 
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Break-Even Analysis 

 The break-even point is where our total cost and total revenue are equal as shown in the 

following chart: 

(charts from Bplans) 7

 

In order for our firm to break even, our focus will be on decreasing cash out-flow and 

maximizing cash in-flow to ensure maximum profitability. Our intension is to maximize returns 

and focus on circular systems in our business practices to ensure services and materials are 

maximized.  
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NEXT STEPS 

Situation-Target-Proposal  

Situation: While expansion into other regions and markets provides a unique challenge due 
to the volume of established firms with established reach, our localized efforts for 
sustainability modeling and implementation is an opportunity to positively impact the local 
community and pave the way for improved practices and quality of life. There are a large 
number of local clients that would benefit from this service, so establishing a client base will 
proceed quickly with effective marketing and sales team efforts. 

Target: Focus on further development of niche focus that will set our model apart from other 
consulting firms in the area. Establish partnership team as soon as possible to ensure that 
experts in niche focus are available and interested and to further focus business plan.  

As startup costs are often high, focus on maximizing 
finances through use of modular and reclaimed 
furnishings that will adapt with us as our company 
grows.  

Path/Proposal: Approach intended business 
partners to pitch concept and begin discussions and 
explore grant offerings for sustainability focused 
small businesses and research fundraising methods 
to acquire funding for startup. Explore ways that our 
team can do the work ourselves to supply 
furnishings, electronics, and necessary equipment 
and research data to get our concept off the ground 
with lower upfront operating costs. 
 

Conclusion: 

This plan concludes that further exploration is 

necessary to ensure that niche focus is fully 

established prior to implementation. Making sure 

that our business stands apart from the wide-

range of consulting firms currently in business 

encourages implementation of this plan at a later 

date so that partnership team can be established 

and confirm collective goals.  
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